What does the Next Generation Internet (NGI) vision mean to you and your organization?

The NGI vision in a nutshell:

• Greater focus on the end-user perspectives, such as: trust and privacy; intelligent applications and services; social innovation, etc.

• Increased innovation and business collaborations facilitated by transparency, openness, decentralization and interoperability.

• Stronger emphasis on cross-linked research and technical development supporting end-user perspectives and innovation.

The Swedish NGI node:

• Monitors development of European NGI initiatives and conveys Swedish NGI interests to the EU.

• Gathers input used for shaping future work programs and funding initiatives in the EU and in Sweden.

• Conducts a broad national survey in 2017-2018 covering views from organizations on future Internet and its role in the Swedish digital transformation.

Getting involved and visible:

• Keep in touch with the national contact points.

• Highlight your business/research/organization on the HUB4NGI.EU Community Map and contribute to the survey.

• Learn more via our project webpage and follow NGI updates through social media.

National contact points:
Rebecca Steinert, Head of the Network Intelligence group, DNA RISE SICS, rebecca.steinert@ri.se

Per-Olof Sjöberg, VP Business and Innovation Area Digitalisation, RISE, per-olof.sjoberg@ri.se

Project webpage:
https://www.sics.se/projects/the-next-generation-internet

Twitter:
#NGIeu #SWENGINCP